Style fits in. Performance stands out.™

MADE IN USA
GREENWOOD, MISSISSIPPI
The finest kitchen in the world doesn’t amount to much unless it’s filled with your family and
friends. Viking Range, LLC applies this same philosophy to our offices and factory floors.
Even though our products ship around the world, the company has always stayed true to its
roots in Greenwood, Mississippi. The Viking range was born here, and our decision to set

Every kitchen is as unique
as the family who gathers there.

up shop (and more importantly, keep shop) in our hometown is a testament to the value of

In 1987 Viking Range created commercial-style appliances that quickly started the stainless

At Viking, people are our greatest asset. We are very proud of our employees and the

steel revolution in home kitchens everywhere. These iconic ranges are still in high demand

products they build here in the heart of the Mississippi Delta.

by cooking enthusiasts, culinary teachers, and professional chefs all over the world.

our roots and the commitment we have to building Viking products in the USA.

Born from the Professional line, the new Viking line delivers genuine Viking performance
with sleek styling and standard sizes.
Whether you’re just starting out or redesigning your entire kitchen, here’s your chance
to inspire instead of aspire. From ranges and ovens to refrigerators and dishwashers, the
Viking line offers outstanding power and features, with products to complement your style.

For detailed product information, model numbers,
or to request a quote call 1-888-845-4641 or visit vikingrange.com
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The complete Viking kitchen.
Completely different.

VENTILATION

You want to fill your kitchen with only the freshest ingredients – including the
air. Viking chimney wall hoods complement the Viking kitchen in form and

VIKING PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE IN STAINLESS STEEL, BLACK, AND WHITE

function, quietly controlling temperatures and corralling odors. Exceptional
features like an auto-heat sensor and adjustable halogen lighting
offer even more comfort to your cooking area. VersaVent™ Rear
Downdrafts quietly work behind cooktops to eliminate smoke

FREESTANDING RANGES
GAS, DUAL FUEL, ELECTRIC

and odors, then retract into the counter after their job is done.

We took the performance of the Viking Professional range
and harnessed it into our new kitchen-friendly 30” wide
units. All you have to do is determine which cooking type
suits you best – gas, dual fuel, or electric. Gas sealed

REFRIGERATION

surface burners provide best-in-class power and precision
with 64,000 total BTUs. The QuickCook™ Surface

RVER3301-5B
Electric
Self-Clean Range

RVSOE330
Electric
Single Oven

RVDOE330
Electric
Double Oven

30”W.

30”W.

30”W.

30”W.

RVGC3301-5B
Gas Cooktop

RVGC3361-5B
Gas Cooktop

RVEC330-5B
Electric Cooktop

RVEC336-5B
Electric Cooktop

RVEC345-6B
Electric Cooktop

30”W.

36”W.

30”W.

36”W.

45”W.

RVM320
Conventional
Microwave Oven

RVMH330
Conventional
Microwave Hood

RVMHC330
Convection
Microwave Hood

RVEWD330
Warming Drawer

(Built-in trim kit available)

30”W.

30”W.

VDD5330-30”W
VDD5360-36”W
VDD5450-45”W
Downdraft

RVRF3361
French-Door
Bottom-Freezer

RVDW103SS
Dishwasher

RVGR33025BSS
Gas
Self-Clean Range

RVDR33025BSS
Dual Fuel
Self-Clean Range

30”W.

Fresh ingredients are essential for healthy, tasty

Elements on the electric range reach full power in three

meals. Freestanding french-door bottom-freezers

seconds, delivering maximum performance in minimal

keep your ingredients fresher with dedicated drawers

space. Inside the extra-large oven cavity, the TruGlide™

and shelves to accommodate every item on your

Full Extension Oven Rack offers effortless removal of heavy

grocery list. French doors open wide to reveal an

bakeware. Regardless of the range you choose, we’ve

Adjustable Cold Zone™ Drawer, two Adjustable

engineered consistent and even baking, combined with

Humidity Zone™ Drawers, and gallon door bins.

professional cooking power, into each and every one.

The electronic controls accurately maintain selected
temperatures in both refrigerator and freezer
compartments. The bottom freezer pulls out at
perfect-reach height with slide-out baskets
for neat and easy storage.

BUILT-IN COOKING
Viking built-in cooking products offer the freedom and
power to cook however – and whatever – you like. Derived
from our ranges, gas and electric cooktops combine
sleek design versatility with powerful performance.
Customize your kitchen with single or double electric
ovens. Both boast a powerful 10-pass broiler for intense
searing capabilities, a concealed easy-to-clean bake
element, TruConvec™ cooking for foods that require
gentle heat, and TruGlide™ Full Extension Oven Racks for
effortless removal of heavy bakeware. Electric warming
drawers keep every course piping hot, and microwaves
add an extra dash of cooking convenience.

DISHWASHERS
Cleaning up after a dinner party will certainly never be counted among the
joys of cooking; thankfully Viking dishwashers silently tackle the dreaded
chore. The sleek and powerful dishwashers ensure that every plate, dish,
and utensil comes out perfectly clean. Spacious, easy-loading racks

36”W.

accommodate enough place settings for an entire dinner party, so you can
relax and leave the dirty work to us.
Ranges shown with optional backguard accessory.

24”W.
(Custom panel
and water softener
models available)

30” W.

RVCH330-30”W
RVCH336-36”W
Chimney Wall Hood

